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Mission

“...collaborate to foster, develop, and sustain open technologies and innovation to support learning, teaching, and research.”

– The Apereo Foundation is a non-profit [501(c)(3)] registered in New Jersey
What is Apereo?

- Membership Organization
- Legal: New Jersey 501.c.3
- Global
- Elected Board of Directors
- Partnership ESUP-Portail in France
- Partnership LAMP North America
Educational Institutions
Apereo + ESUP + LAMP = c 170 members

Commercial Affiliates
Apereo = 12

Apereo Foundation
Shared Services

Software Communities
AKA “Projects”
Shared Services

- Intellectual Property
- Events
- Recognition Programs
- Community Infrastructure
- Tech Infrastructure
- Accounting etc
- FARM: Funding and Resource Management
- Incubation
Intellectual Property Management

Inbound contributor agreements
  Asserts right to contribute (individual + org)
  Licenses right to share in perpetuity

Outbound licensing
  Usually “permissive” - commercial friendly
  Recent exceptions

Reduces friction in collaboration
What is Apereo?

Shuhari (OpenDashboard - Open Learner Warehouse - Student Success Plan)

Bedework
CAS
Karuta
Opencast
Open Academic Environment
Sakai
UniTime
uPortal
Xerte
openEQUELLA
EDExchange
POET
Tsugi
ELMS:LN
Notifications Backbone
OnTask
What is EQUELLA®

EQUELLA is an open source digital repository that provides one platform to house your teaching and learning, research, media and library content. EQUELLA has been deployed for copyright resource collections, research materials, managing and exposing materials through websites and portals, content authoring, workflow, institutional policy and organisational resources.
EQUELLA

- Transferred from Pearson 2017
- Commercial support by Unicon, Edalex
- Graduate incubation
Two new projects enter incubation.
Notifications Backbone

• Single point to manage notifications
• Starting incubation
• Initiated by University of Edinburgh
Providing personalised, timely support actions to large student cohorts.

The OnTask Project aims to improve the academic experience of students through the delivery of timely, personalised and actionable student feedback throughout their participation in a course.
Takes data from a variety of systems, but doesn’t use predictive techniques
Three Points of Origin

OnTask: Analytics Research Community

openEQUELLA: Pearson

Notifications Backbone: Longstanding adopter turning contributor
The Next 18 Months: Six Key Themes

1 Membership and financial health
2 Partnerships
3 Communications, outreach & engagement
4 Development opportunities & recognition
5 Software community health measures
6 Foundation services - review
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Lots of opportunities to get involved
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